Handshake.Logic ‘Offline Extension’

Benefit from optimal system availability and anti-pass back checks – even during server and network outages.

Maximum availability
- **Work offline**
  With Handshake.Logic ‘Offline Extension’, your checks continue to be accurate even when fully disconnected from the network infrastructure.
- **Equipped for the extreme case**
  Provide optimal availability in spite of server and network outages.

Always up-to-date
- **Transparent display**
  Keep your eye on emergency operation functions at all times. Successfully transferred authorizations are, e.g. displayed clearly on the Handshake.Logic ‘Monitor’.
- **Keep an overview**
  Always keep up-to-date with the whitelist and blacklist status in the Handshake.Logic ‘Monitor’.

Strong protection against ticket fraud
- **Anti-pass back check**
  Even if your server is down, unauthorized ticket sharing is detected. The intelligent reader devices and handhelds reconcile access activity.
- **Maximum fraud security**
  At every checkpoint re-entry is checked again and prevents attempted fraud under any circumstances.

Maximum flexibility
- **Flexible in the system**
  Set all the checking modes conveniently and flexibly in the system.
- **Configure the synchronization**
  Maximum flexibility through configurable White- and Blacklist synchronisation interval.